Dr. Robert Stueart Visits the DLSU-Manila Library

By William SA Frias

The De La Salle University-Manila Library is honored to have been visited on July 30-31, 2007 by one of the pillars in the field of Library Science in the person of Dr. Robert D. Stueart, a Fulbright Senior Specialist and recipient of the highest honor (honorary membership) bestowed by the American Library Association (ALA) in 2006. Dr. Stueart has contributed greatly in the development of Library Science, both nationally and internationally. Some of his works include: Library and Information Center Management, now on its 7th edition, International Librarianship: A Basic Guide to Global Knowledge Access, and Performance Analysis and Appraisal: A How-To-Do-It Manual for Librarians (as a co-author). Dr. Stueart was also instrumental in the development of the library profession in Vietnam.

Highlights of his visit included a guided tour of the Library, a meeting with the members of the Library Management Committee (LMC), and sharing of his valuable ideas and knowledge through lectures. He conducted two lectures. The first was entitled Knowledge Based Management for Higher Education where he discussed about the holistic view of knowledge, its assimilation from data to enlightenment, and the application of knowledge management to libraries and the role of librarians. He ended the lecture by saying “Librarians are the ultimate search tool, with a more interactive and human touch.” His second lecture where he emphasized on the qualities of a good leader and compared a leader from a manager was entitled Leadership Building for Librarians and Information Professionals. He ended the lecture by quoting Jamie Williams: “Leadership is like gravity. You know it’s there, you know it exists, but how do you define it?”

Dr. Stueart commended the DLSU-Manila Library for being well-organized and clean and for having competent and accommodating staff. He also gave a signed copy of the latest edition of his book Library and Information Center Management.

The DLSU-Manila Library is very grateful to Dr. Stueart for sharing his knowledge and expertise and for his generosity.
Balangue and Valerio Deliver Lectures

Ms. Jocelyn Balangue, Head of the Acquisitions Section was invited as resource speaker at a forum jointly sponsored and organized by the Philippine Association of Academic and Research Librarians (PAARL) and the Association of Booksellers of the Academe and the Profession (ABAP). The forum was held on July 26, 2007 at SM Megamall, Mandaluyong City during the 11th Philippine Academic Book Fair. Her paper entitled “Current Trends and Best Practices in Collection Development” discussed on the underlying concepts and integral components of collection development, focusing on current trends and best practices as applied to libraries and highlighting the acquisition of electronic based library materials.

Ms. Marita G. Valerio, Bibliographic Control Librarian and alumnus of the University of Santo Tomas, also lectured on Creating Webliographies during a forum sponsored by the University of Santo Tomas Library Science Alumni Association (USTLSAA) on July 27, 2007 at the UST Library Conference Hall. The forum was attended by UST Library Science students and librarians from different institutions, most of whom are members of the alumni association. Her presentation emphasized on the role librarians have to play in providing subject access to information on the Internet through the creation of webliographies as a means of supplementing the library resources and promoting other library services online.

Webliographies are digital equivalent of bibliographies which aid researchers in finding useful, relevant, and reliable sources of information from the Internet on a particular topic.

The Hybrid Library: Integrating Print and Digital Resources in Library Collections

On July 16-17, A. Fresnido, Library director, attended a seminar sponsored by the Center for Human Research and Development Foundation, Inc. entitled The Hybrid Library: Integrating Print and Digital Resources in Library Collections. The two-day seminar-workshop aimed to: (1) know the significance of integrating print and digital resources in the different collections of the library; (2) understand the roles played by the creators, publishers, aggregators and librarians in the digital information supply chain; (3) learn how an integrated library system contains the digital archives and cataloging of e-resources using the MARC format; and (4) raise level of awareness on the impact of licensing agreements on e-resources in libraries.

Four lectures were delivered during the first day focusing on the definition of a hybrid library and how to establish, develop, and maintain the collections in a hybrid library. Case studies of libraries abroad were also presented to give the participants insights on how to start a hybrid library or shift from a traditional library to a hybrid library. On the second day, three lectures with hands-on demonstrations were presented which particularly discussed on integrating digital archives into the collection, licensing agreements on e-journals and other digital collections, and cataloging of digital resources.

Based on the lectures delivered, it can be concluded that the DLSU Library is now at the mature stage of being a hybrid library in terms of collection, staffing, facilities, and the patrons’ capability to use the collections, both print and digital, with ease.
Free Trial Access to ScienceDirect eBooks

The DLSU Library is currently participating in an institution-wide complimentary trial of eBooks on ScienceDirect. This means that authorized library patrons have 24/7 online access to more than 500 titles spanning all scientific disciplines. These eBooks are fully integrated with the existing books and journals on ScienceDirect and the Library is encouraging everyone to take advantage of this opportunity.

Visitors

July

11 - Andrea Bach, Head Librarian, Goethe Institut, Jakarta
14 - Vivian Titular and Renato Maligaya, Faculty, Fátima Mae Tito, Student, De La Salle Lipa, Lipa City

Donors

The DLSU Library would like to acknowledge with great appreciation the following donors:

Arcinas, Myla
Bautista, Ma. Lourdes
Clemeña, Rose Marie
Díaz, Angeli
Discipline Office
Emilio Aguinaldo College
Gonzales, Raymond
International Institute for Development Planning
Luistro, Armin FSC
Ocampo Cruz, Ramoncito
Ong, Virginia
Quebengco, Carmelita

Recent Acquisitions

1. Books

BJ – Ethics


BR – Christianity


BS – The Bible


BX – Christian denominations


DS – Philippine history


Philippine history and government through the years. Francisco M. Zulueta, Abriel M. Nebres. DS673.8 Z84 2003. 4th floor, Filipiniana.


HE – Transportation and communications


Interactive vernacular, national literature: Magdalena G. Jalandoni’s Juanita Cruz as constituent of Filipino national literature. Lucila V. Hosillos. PL6173.4J34 H67 2006. 4th floor, Filipiniana.


Gabay sa haring ibon. [sinulat ni Mary Ann B. Leones; disenyo ng Why Salmon Designs; nagsaayos ng pagkakalatag ng mga
SB – Rice trade


TH – Plumbing


2. Archives Resources

A. Faculty Papers

• Abella, Leonila C.
  – Degradation of polychlorinated biphenyls in water matrix using UV/H2 O2 : effect of oxidant concentration and pH

• Alcuaz, Manuel A., Jr.
  – Map insights. Automation : why, what, and how?

• Alea, Glenn
  – A new rearranged dolabellane diterpene from the soft coral clavularia inflata
  – Synthesis of 2,3-Bis (a’bromo-m-xyllylthio)-6,7-ethylenedithiotetrathiafulvalene and 2,3-Bis (1-Bromo-2,3,4-tri-O-acetyl-a-D-glucopyranosyl-6-ylthio)-6-7-ethylene dithiotetrathiafulvalene : Tetrathiafulvalene Macrocycle Precursors
  – Synthesis of Tetrathiafulvalene derivatives with Bromo m-xyllyl and acetulated glucose units : precursors to Tetrathiafulvalene macrocycles

• Bacalla, Theresa
  – BIR officials : a mass unexplained wealth
  – Center for Media Freedom & Responsibility : JVOAEJ awards for works published in 2006
  – Embassy of Canada organizes media responsibility forum [press release]
  – Executive salaries in Asia : annual compensation survey : the crisis hits home, as Asia’s managers face slowdowns and cutbacks
  – Journalism awards 2006
  – SEAPA journalism fellows announced

• Bangcaya, Jose Jereus, SSP
  – 366 days with the Lord 1996
  – Bow-legged, bald and beaked nose : retrieving the portrait of Paul through ancient Mediterranean literature
  – Christian family calendar, 1999
  – Josephine’s story : talking about death to a child who is about to lose a parent
  – The story of Charlotte, Philip, Grandpa : talking about death to a child who is about to lose a grandparent

• Batuigas, Janet T.
  – Si ako sa World Wide Web

• Bautista, Cirilo F.
  – Breaking signs. A book on Ilocos heritage and a literary museum
  – Breaking signs. Hugh Salmon and other friends
  – Breaking signs. The land of short cuts and quick solutions
  – Breaking signs. Romance of the blue moon
  – Breaking signs. Turning old saws into new tools

• Belino, Manuel C.
  – Adopting a global perspective in designing graduate programs in Engineering education
  – Educating ethical engineers : the De La Salle University-College of engineering initiatives
  – Enhancing the undergraduate mechanical engineering program in the Philippines : four options to consider
  – Mechanical engineering education in the Philippines : accreditation, reforms and future directions
  – Professionally excellent mechanical engineers : technically competent and ethically responsible
  – A program of major or concentration in the undergraduate mechanical engineering curriculum : a must in the training of mechanical engineers of today and tomorrow

• Benedicto, Pedro P., Jr.
  – Development of the U.S. liability insurance market and its implications on the international liability insurance market
  – Directors and officers (D & O) liability insurance in the Philippines
  – Enterprise risk management for directors & officers in the Philippines
  – An enterprise risk management model for non-life insurers in the Philippines
  – The underwriting of mega projects in Asia with focus on the Philippines

• Berino, Dennis L.
  – Managing for society. Travel impediments
  – Managing for society. Why fix it when it ain’t broke?
  – Mirror image. Stewardship not destruction

• Biona, Jose Bienvenido Manuel
  – Drive cycle development for tricycles
  – Fuel cycle analysis based evaluation of the fuel and emissions reduction potential of adapting the hybrid technology to tricycles
  – Fuel cycle analysis of tricycles in Metro Manila
  – A gear shift model for tricycle emissions and fuel use modeling : an application of voting based neural network integration
  – Modeling and techno-economic evaluation of a rice hull fried coco coir dryer

• Borja, Josephine Q.
- Biological treatment of PCBs using biofilm acclimatized to anaerobic environment: preliminary studies
- Dechlorination of Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) using anaerobic biofilm reactor
- Degradation of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in water using aerobic fluidized-bed biofilm reactor
- Enhanced biodegradation of polychlorinated biphenyls
- Mechanism of polychlorinated biphenyls biodegradation in biofilm reactor

- **Brondial, Yolanda**
  - Prediction of vapor-liquid equilibrium data for ternary systems using artificial neural networks

- **Cabreros, Kathleen**
  - Cointegration of PHISIX, DJIA and NIKKEI: daily closing prices and daily total returns (1990-2002)

- **Canlas, Felipe C., III**
  - Decentralization, democratic governance, and civil society in comparative perspective: Africa, Asia, and Latin America

- **Carandang, Nonon V.**
  - Dalit sa kababaihan ni Europa/sa Europa

- **Contreras, Antonio**
  - Integrating carbon management into the development strategies of urbanizing regions in Asia
  - Local institutions at the crossroads of environmental regionalism in Southeast Asia: state-civil society interplays and tensions
  - Synthesis: discourse, power and knowledge

- **Cruz, Elfren**
  - Framework. Accelerating achievement
  - Framework. From BPO to KPO
  - Framework. My friend, Tony Ortigas
  - Framework. Revolution in business thinking

- **Cruz, Isagani R.**
  - Mini critique. Another set of questions
  - Mini critique. A Filipino as an American mayor
  - Mini critique. Filipino food-American style
  - Mini critique. Scared in New York

- **Cuansing, Eduardo, Jr.**
  - Effects of columnar defects on vortices in high-Tc superconductors
  - Melting of the nanocrystalline vortex matter in highly anisotropic high-temperature superconductors
  - Some properties of disordered clusters in two-dimensional gradient percolation

- **De Castro, Renato**
  - 21st century Chinese arms modernization and statecraft in Southeast Asia

- **Doronila, Noonee**
  - Manila takeaway (an excerpt)

- **Dugos, Nathaniel P.**
  - Bubble point of ternary mixed-solvents with alkali salt (Toluene-isopropyl alcohol-H2)-NaCl system
  - Effect of MgCl2 and CaC12 on the bubble point of mixed-solvents (Toluene-Isopropyl Alcohol-H2O System)

- **Echavez, Evelio G.**
  - Managing for society. A tribute to a great man

- **Ello, Arvin T.**
  - Paglalakbay

- **Encabo, Evangeline**
  - Yunit 1, aralin 2: Myembro ng pamilya = Members of the family
  - Yunit 2, aralin 5: Mga kaibigan sa pamayanan = Friends in the community
  - Yunit 3, aralin 1: Saan ang punta mo? = Where are you going?
  - Yunit 3, aralin 2: Nakaempake ka na ba? = Have you packed already?
  - Yunit 3, aralin 3: Nasaan ang tamang daan? = Where is the right way?
  - Yunit 3, aralin 4: Ang ganda ng Pilipinas = The Philippines is beautiful
  - Yunit 9, aralin 4: Magandang pakiramdam = Good feeling
  - Yunit 10, aralin 3: Lokal na pamahalaan = Local government
  - Yunit 11, aralin 1: Disiplina ng batas military = Discipline of Martial Law
  - Yunit 11, aralin 2: Damdaming mapaghimagsik, damdaming makabayan

- **Escalona, Katherine**
  - Biodiversity assessment of the Mindoro State College of Agriculture and Technology Forest Reservation

- **Falguera, Norris Z.**
  - Budget politics in the Philippines
  - Itching for
  - Philippines proudly different from strong-arm Asia
  - Reforming the banking system
  - Sustainable agriculture: saving the environment
  - What to do with a strong peso

- **Fillone, Alexis M.**
  - Logit choice models and utility ranking of transport modes in Metro Manila with urban transport policy applications [outstanding scientific paper]

- **Francia, Armi Zamora**
  - Paglagpas sa wika : isang pagtingin sa pagsasalin ng The
• Gallardo, Susan
  - Degradation of polychlorinated biphenyls in water matrix using UV/H2O2 : Effect of oxidant concentration and pH [Outstanding scientific paper]

• Go, Junie T.
  - The terwilliger algebra of the hypercube
  - Tight distance-regular graphs and the subconstituent algebra

• Gojo Cruz, Genaro R.
  - Talbos [article]

• Gripaldo, Rolando
  - The concept of the public good : a view from a Filipino philosopher
  - Filipino philosophy, western tradition, and nation building

• Hecita, Ian Jayson R.
  - Corporate social responsibility in the promotion of social development : experiences from Asia and Latin America

• Inventado, Paul
  - A path planning in real-time dynamic environments

• Janairo, Gerardo
  - Onset detection of solid-state phase transition in estrogen-like chemical via terahertz transmission spectroscopy
  - Synthesis of first tetrathiafulvalene-carbohydrate derivatives

• Jimenez, Jose Victor
  - PERSEF Central Meeting, July 11, 2007, Br. Andrew Hall Room [invitation]

• Jolito, Jerald G.
  - Identification of bioactive endophytic fungi from the leaves of selected Philippine plants

• Juico, Philip Ella
  - Sports for all. IOC connects with youth thru Olympics
  - Sports for all. Origins of NCAA, UAAP
  - Sports for all. Roles of old PAAF, NSAs in RP sports
  - Sports for all. The NCAA and college sports

• Kintanar, Niel Steve M.
  - Convictions, life positions, and hope
  - Pink therapy : gay affirmative & expressive art approach for group counseling among gay adolescents
  - Stories of intimate relationships of Filipino gay men : a validation of Sternberg’s love is a story theory

• Lagman, Oscar P., Jr.
  - Mirror image. Running the family-owned service business
  - To take a stand. The monumental precedent
  - The view from Taft. Service in the country stinks

• Lapinid, Minie Rose C.
  - Exploring mathematical investigations : implications to mathematics teaching and learning
  - Regular tailings in a plane

• Lee, Ma. Victoria
  - Ateneo GSB-audio visual presentation (Promotional video, writer) [computer optical disc]
  - BASECO-experimental film (Director/Producer) [computer optical disc]
  - 1st Inter-school experimental and short film competition [computer optical disc]
  - Mga munting pangarap (documentary) [computer optical disc]
  - Night camp 2004 and 2005 (annual major production-college wide event of San Sebastian College [computer optical disc]
  - The price is right (game show aired at ABC-5-Associate Producer) [computer optical disc]
  - Singko-(Documentary) [computer optical disc]

• Lim, Cristina Teresa
  - Child prostitution in the Philippines
  - Female labour migration in the Philippines : negotiating gender relations
  - Globalization
  - Role of church and government on family planning and contraception
  - The role of information and communication technology in Philippine development
  - A study of rape cases committed against children and women in the Philippines

• Lugtu, Reynaldo, Jr.
  - Greenlight. Creative outsourcing
  - The view from Taft. Sustaining growth in the BPO sector

• Lupague, Melinda M.
  - Lecture notes on GEM 602. Advanced engineering analysis
  - Lecture notes on GEM 603. Numerical methods
  - Lecture notes on GEM 604. Advanced engineering statistics

• Mabaquiao, Napoleon
  - Globalisasyon, kultura, at kamalayang Pilipino
  - Ang mabuting kalooban at sukdulang prinsipyo ng etika : mula sa pananaw ni Immanuel Kant
  - The place of ethics in business
  - Who gets what? An essay concerning distributive justice

• Maghirang, Eligio Santiago V.
  - A comparison of active compression/decompression cardiopulmonary resuscitation (ACD-CPR) versus standard
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cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (Std-CPR) at the emergency department

- **Magno, Carlo P.**
  - Assessing the effect of project-based learning on college students’ learning outcomes
  - Effective student assessment strategies at the tertiary level
  - Modern trends in psychology of learning

- **Mainar, Heizel L.**
  - Eastern Samar and Bohol
  - Mga munting daliri (poem)
  - Paano naitala ang kasaysayan (poem)
  - Pananahi
  - Ang sagot ni Milenyo (poem)
  - Samalamig (poem)
  - Streetdance ... what’s the big deal?

- **Mallillin, Melecio**
  - Insurance marketing in a volatile environment
  - Strategic leadership-the model HR and training manager for insurance companies

- **Marcelo, Meneer**
  - AI 2007 [poster]
  - Admission Hall Exhibit [poster]
  - Admissions kit 2007 [poster]
  - Ambahan 2007 [poster]
  - Bro. Andrew memorabilia [poster]
  - DLSU coaster [poster]
  - EVP birthday card for faculty members [poster]
  - EVP Christmas card [poster]
  - Excellence Exhibit [poster]
  - Graduate Admission brochure
  - Institutional calendar [poster]
  - Merchandise stand [poster]
  - MFI [poster]
  - President’s report : 2006 artworks [poster]
  - Star scholars orientation, 2007 [poster]

- **Marcos, Ma. Cecilia M.**
  - Development of precast lightweight concrete wall panel using sand, prelate and pumice as aggregates for low cost housing in the Philippines

- **Masagca, Manrico T.**
  - Attributes toward biodiversity conservation of mangroves among coastal dwellers in Catanduanes

- **Medina, Charito**
  - Empowering farmers for rural development : the MASIPAG experience
  - The periphery as the center for biodiversity conservation : a case study from the Philippines
  - University of the Philippines Open University (UPOU) : ENRM 201 - Principles of ecology
  - University of the Philippines Open University (UPOU) : ENS 201  Ecosystems structure and dynamics

- **Montemar, Louie**
  - Rapid Community Assessment (RCA) : a pre-implementation strategy for project mobilization, information dissemination and participatory research
  - The role of local government units (LGU’s) in industrial adjustment- business and government interaction in developing industrial districts : the Calabarzon experience

- **Oca, Bernardo, FSC**
  - Greenlight. Enlightening the spirit

- **Olbinado, Margie P.**
  - Analysis of the frequency dependence of the AC loss in MgB2 based on the eddy current model

- **Peracullo, Jean**
  - A feminist reclaiming of the mother’s womb : beyond pro-life/pro-choice rhetoric on the body, subjectivity and reproductive control
  - The universe as body or womb of God
  - Women’s interpreted experience : fundamentals of feminist theology

- **Perez, Noela Erlinda**
  - DLSU museum web site
  - Help desk web site
  - OPAC web site

- **Quano, Jerome A.**
  - The extent and magnitude of policies on peace and development issues in the selected barangays of Pagadian City, CY 1994-1998

- **Quiroga, Reuben**
  - Low-loss single-mode terahertz waveguiding using Cytop
  - Magnetic-field-induced fourfold azimuthal angle dependence in the terahertz radiation power of (100) InAs

- **Sanchez, Louie Jon**
  - Mater Dolorosa
  - Pagbalik mulang pagkalayo : ang panitikan ayon sa “The Origins of Art” ni Ernst Fisher
  - Poetry: elehiya para sa Santo Papa

- **Sarmiento, Ramon Felipe A.**
  - Difficulties encountered by undergraduate thesis writers of the Liberal Arts degree programs, College of Arts and Sciences, St. Joseph’s College, Q. C., school year 1999-2000
  - The Dolor devotion at Batong Paloway, San Andres, Catanduanes : a case study of popular religiosity
  - Mamay Ingga as para-bulong : tensions in negotiating identity in a woman traditional healer
  - The telling and retelling of the finding of the Dolor Sacred Stone : an analysis of a religious legend

- **Suleik, Mercedes B.**
  - Capital view. Ethics in police work
- Capital view. The feasts of June
- Capital view. Human capital for mining
- Capital view. Risk management

- **Sy, Dante**
  - Greenlight. Tax pyramiding

- **Tan, Raymond R.**
  - Star science : a brief history of pinch technology

- **Teehankee, Benjamin L.**
  - The view from Taft. Detoxifying the workplace

- **Torralba, John Enrico**
  - Panimulang pagsipat sa Nanang na 1 Taguwasi Anna I Innawagan
  - Sapin sa talampakan
  - Videoke at TIIS : kulturang popular-bilang anestisya sa krisis

- **Trinidad, Dennis D.**
  - Understanding policy shift : class interests, exogenous pressure, and policy reform in the Philippines

- **Villadolid, Albert T.**
  - The view from Taft. Travelers of the future

- **Villanueva, Camilo M., Jr.**
  - Oda sa cellphone

- **Zamora, Armi Rosalia A.**
  - Pagbaklas sa mito ng pagkababae : isang pagsusuring postkolonyal feminist sa aklat na mga taon ng himagsikan

**B. Theses (Undergraduate)**

- **AB-Literature**

  - Catching up with a child of the ’70s : Jun Cruz Reyes and his milieu. Militante, Clarissa Villasin. 2004.TU13746.


  - Crossing the threshold of and disclosing the fantastic in Gilda Cordero-Fernando’s selected stories. De Leon, Marie Camille G. 2005.TU13725.

  - Discovering eroticism through Filipino women’s writings in the forbidden fruit : women write the erotic. Misolas, Carmina D. 2005.TU13732.


  - The Goddess within : recognizing the concept of feminist spirituality in Marion Zimmer Bradley’s The mists of Avalon. Perez, Maria Ephrellen Pe. 2004.TU13749.


  - The other, the godfather : a new historicist reading on Mario Puzo’s novel, The godfather. Abel, Mark Alexander Ong. 2005. TU13737


  - A queer reading of Carlo Vergara’s portrayal of the male homosexual persona in One night in purgatory and Ang kagilagilalan na pakikipagsapalaran ni Zsazsa Zaturnah. Salazar, Maria Teresa M. 2005.TU13733.
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